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ABSTRACT  

The SAS® Platform is greatly enhanced by SAS® Cloud Analytic Services (CAS) and SAS® Viya®. As a 
Base SAS® programmer, I want to share my experiences in adopting CAS into Base SAS processes that 
prepare data for modeling, reporting, and visualizations that are enabled for CAS.  

INTRODUCTION  

This paper is based on SAS® Viya® 3.3 and SAS® 9.4 (TS1M5), which has enabled more Base SAS® 
programming components to leverage CAS. For the last 2 years, I have been helping SAS customers 
convert Base SAS code to adopt CAS. To assist in that task, I have worked with SAS Professional 
Services & Delivery (PSD) to create a utility that can produce reports based on SAS jobs. This paper 
reviews the findings from running this utility against multiple SAS jobs found in the CORE sample 
directory of a SAS 9.4 (TS1M5) environment (C:\...\SASHome\SASFoundation\9.4\core\sample). 
Note that SAS PSD and Pre-Sales offers its customers the findings from the utility as a service. Contact 
Steven.Sober@sas.com if you are interested in this service. 

BASE SAS PROCEDURES THAT USE CAS ACTIONS 

From the Base SAS 9.4 Procedures Guide, we learn that the procedures in Table 1 are enabled for CAS. 
For procedures that process in CAS, the golden rule is that all source and target tables for the procedure 
must be stored in a caslib. For the Base SAS procedures MEANS, REPORT, SUMMARY, and 
TABULATE, the functionality mimics the functionality provided by the Base SAS in-database capabilities 
that execute in Hadoop or a supported relational database management system such as Oracle, 
Teradata, or DB2. 

Column Description 

PROC APPEND Adds rows from a CAS table 
to the end of a SAS data set, 
and adds rows from a SAS 
data set to the end of a CAS 
table. 

PROC CONTENTS Shows the contents of a CAS 
table and prints the directory 
of the caslib. 

PROC COPY Copies entire SAS libraries or 

specific members of the 
library. 

PROC DATASETS Manages CAS tables. 

PROC DELETE Deletes SAS data sets and 

CAS tables. 

PROC DS2 Manipulates data with DS2 
language statements. 

PROC DSTODS2 Enables you to submit DS2 
language statements from a 
Base SAS session. 

mailto:Steven.Sober@sas.com
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0nnkdmqmz48w8n1kqofzc7mcla4.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=casref&docsetTarget=n0lgusu0v43zxwn1kc5m6cvtnzey.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1bjrbc5esr90on12o8vs7gyv8ue.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1hqa4dk5tay0an15nrys1iwr5o2.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p04y85z9f13uaan10s1k40ptx6gs.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1hmips60w5w3yn1hj9klna7aplw.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n0g4dpgdbjck3hn15hok6h8hk7n4.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=ds2pg&docsetTarget=n0bqvegyrwtpc7n1u92ta8ak8zoz.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p05qb7pgqun5urn18bahx1vt640s.htm&locale=en
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Column Description 

PROC FCMP Enables you to create, test, 

and store SAS functions, 
CALL routines, and 
subroutines before you use 
them in other SAS 
procedures or in DATA steps. 

PROC FEDSQL  Manipulates data and 

performs reporting with 
FedSQL language 
statements. 

PROC FORMAT Creates user-defined 
informats to read data and 
user-defined formats to 

display data. 

PROC LUA Enables you to run 
statements from the Lua 
programming language within 
SAS code. 

PROC MEANS Computes descriptive 
statistics; can produce printed 
output and output data sets. 
By default, PROC MEANS 
produces printed output. 

PROC REPORT Combines features of the 
PRINT, MEANS, and 
TABULATE procedures with 
features of the DATA step in 
a single report-writing tool 
that can produce a variety of 
reports. 

PROC SCOREACCEL Provides an interface to the 
CAS server for DATA step 
and DS2 model publishing 
and scoring. 

PROC SUMMARY Computes descriptive 

statistics; can produce a 
printed report and create an 
output data set. By default, 
PROC SUMMARY creates an 
output data set. 

PROC TABULATE Displays descriptive statistics 

in tabular format, using some 
or all of the variables in a 
data set. 

PROC TRANSPOSE Transforms SAS data sets so 
that observations become 
variables and variables 

become observations. 

http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p10b4qouzgi6sqn154ipglazix2q.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=casfedsql&docsetTarget=titlepage.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1xidhqypi0fnwn1if8opjpqpbmn.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1w8nl91tml15dn1mw9p5l8oj6hy.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0oufi1pwdkqxun1a0myma8mn0a7.htm&locale=en#p1njskgveoehawn11ijnii40oqvb
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1kybejc66lxcpn1fev230osf5k7.htm&locale=en#n1kybejc66lxcpn1fev230osf5k7
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n05aazp6jtoup0n1qjee3h7jto24.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0aq3hsvflztfzn1xa2wt6s35oy6.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1ucczjd2eeyazn1soukf86ed8kv.htm&locale=en#p1ucczjd2eeyazn1soukf86ed8kv
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1n9l1b2dg00w9n1h3tovj0rwlos.htm&locale=en#n12yn7tc2tcx52n1fvfy5457pc26
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Column Description 

PROC FORMAT Creates user-defined 

informats to read data and 
user-defined formats to 
display data. 

PROC LUA Enables you to run 
statements from the Lua 

programming language within 
SAS code. 

PROC MEANS Computes descriptive 
statistics; can produce printed 
output and output data sets. 
By default, PROC MEANS 
produces printed output. 

PROC REPORT Combines features of the 
PRINT, MEANS, and 
TABULATE procedures with 
features of the DATA step in 
a single report-writing tool 
that can produce a variety of 
reports. 

PROC SCOREACCEL Provides an interface to the 
CAS server for DATA step 
and DS2 model publishing 
and scoring. 

Table 1. Base SAS Procedures That Are CAS Enabled 

THE DATA STEP IS CAS ENABLED 

From SAS Cloud Analytic Services 3.3: DATA Step Programming, we learn that big data running in a 
single thread is slow. The DATA step runs faster in CAS because it can run in multiple threads in parallel. 
In CAS, hundreds of threads are available across several machines. When you program your DATA step 
to run in CAS, all of those threads become available for you to use to improve the performance with 
massively parallel processing. Parallel processing speeds the execution of big data by starting the DATA 
step on multiple machines and dividing processing workload among threads on these machines.  

SAS VIYA READINESS UTILITY 

To gain an understanding of converting Base SAS processes to leverage CAS, we run the CORE sample 
jobs through the SAS Viya Readiness Uti l ity, which generates multiple reports that we use to produce our 
findings. The reports are based on the syntax of the SAS code in one or more SAS jobs. For DATA Step 
code, the utility scores each word of the syntax based on whether that word is CAS enabled or not. For 
SAS procedures and DATA step, we generate a frequency report that gives us a high-level understanding 
of the steps used to accomplish the task.  
Let’s take a closer look at the reports generated by the utility.  

FREQUENCY REPORT  

This report, shown in Output 1, provides a count of all DATA steps and procedures included in programs 
processed by the utility. It indicates whether DATA steps and procedures are CAS-enabled candidates for 
conversion into a CAS action set, or programs that must run in a workspace server because they are not 
CAS enabled. 

http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p1xidhqypi0fnwn1if8opjpqpbmn.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1w8nl91tml15dn1mw9p5l8oj6hy.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=p0oufi1pwdkqxun1a0myma8mn0a7.htm&locale=en#p1njskgveoehawn11ijnii40oqvb
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n1kybejc66lxcpn1fev230osf5k7.htm&locale=en#n1kybejc66lxcpn1fev230osf5k7
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=proc&docsetTarget=n05aazp6jtoup0n1qjee3h7jto24.htm&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=casdspgm&docsetTarget=n17qunh9lpqavtn1t8mv40r0s5tu.htm&locale=en
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Output 1. Partial Frequency Report    

PROGRAM SUMMARY REPORT 

This report, shown in Output 2, lists each program processed by the utility and contains the following 
information: 

Column Description 

Program Name Name of the program processed by 
the utility. 

LOC Lines of code within the program 
processed.  
 
Maps to the Line column of the 
detail report. 

Steps Number of program steps. A DATA 
step, procedure, or a LIBNAME 
statement would be considered a 
step. 

Viya Number of keywords that are not 
supported in SAS Viya. 

CAS Number of keywords that are not 
supported in CAS.  
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Column Description 

Macro Number of macro statements. Any 
keyword that begins with a % is 
counted, except for macro 
statements that can be used outside 
a DATA step or procedure. An 
example is the %PUT statement. 
This information is included because 
unresolved macro code could not be 
assessed by the utility and needs to 
be manually evaluated by the 
reviewer. 

Include Number of %INCLUDE statements. 
Any %INCLUDE statement is 
counted. This information is included 
because source code referenced by 
the %INCLUDE statement could not 
be assessed by the utility and needs 
to be manually evaluated by the 
reviewer. 

Table 2. Program Summary Report Columns and Descriptions  

 

 
Output 2. Partial Program Summary Report   

STEP SUMMARY REPORT 

This report, shown in Output 3, lists each program processed by the utility and provides detail about the 
steps identified. This report contains the following information: 
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Description Description 

Program Name Name of the program processed by 
the utility. Appears at the top of each 
page. 

Line Number / Step Line number each step begins on 
and the step type. Line numbers 
correspond to source code found in 
the \detail directory and not the 
original code processed. 
 
Maps to the Line column of the 
detail report. 

Viya Number of keywords that are not 
supported in SAS Viya. 

CAS Number of keywords that are not 
supported in CAS. 

Macro Number of macro statements. Any 
keyword that begins with a % is 
counted, except for macro 
statements that can be used outside 
a DATA step or procedure. An 
example is the %PUT statement. 
This information is included because 
unresolved macro code could not be 
assessed by the utility and needs to 
be manually evaluated by the 
reviewer. 

Include Number of %INCLUDE statements. 
Any %INCLUDE statement is 
counted. This information is included 
because source code referenced by 
the %INCLUDE statement could not 
be assessed by the utility and needs 
to be manually evaluated by the 
reviewer. 

Table 3. Step Summary Report Columns and Descriptions 
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Output 3. Partial Step Summary Report   

CATEGORY SUMMARY REPORT 

This report, shown in Output 4, lists each program processed by the utility and provides detail about the 
categories and keywords identified. This report contains the following information:  
 

Column Description 

Program Name Name of the program processed by 
the utility. Appears at the top of each 
page. 

Category The type of keyword identified. 
Keyword The specific keyword not supported 

in SAS Viya or CAS. These also 
include macro statements and 
%INCLUDE statements not 
supported by the utility. 

Viya Number of keywords that are not 
supported in SAS Viya. 

CAS Number of keywords that are not 
supported in CAS. 

Table 4. Category Summary Report Columns and Descriptions  
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Output 4. Partial Category Summary Report   

DETAIL REPORTS  

One detail report is produced for each SAS job. These reports contain the detail information used in all 
summary reports and can be used to determine specific instances where a keyword, macro statement, or 
%INCLUDE statement was identified. These reports contain the following information: 

Column Description 

Category Source code submitted to the utility 
is divided into four sections: 
OPENCODE (code appearing 
between a QUIT or RUN statement 
and a DATA step or procedure 
statement), DATASTEP, 
PROCEDURE, and LIBNAME. 

Search Type Keyword searches are context 
sensitive, because the same 
keyword could appear in a DATA 
step or procedure, and SAS Viya or 
CAS might not support this keyword 
in both instances. 

Restriction The utility is based on keywords that 
are not supported by either SAS 
Viya or CAS. This column indicates 
which environment restricts use of 
the keyword. 

Keyword The SAS Viya or CAS restricted 
keyword. 
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Column Description 

Flags Three flags provide various 
information about the line of source 
code. M indicates that the macro 
keyword was identified. I indicates 
that the %INCLUDE statement was 
identified. D indicates that a data-
related statement was identified, 
such as a DATA statement, a 
procedure statement, or a LIBNAME 
statement. These statements must 
be evaluated individually to 
determine whether code changes 
are necessary for the program to run 
in CAS. 

Line Line number of the program code 
assigned during source code 
preprocessing.   
 
Maps to the LOC column in the 
Program Summary report. 
 
Maps to the Line Number / Step 
column in the Step Summary report. 

Code The line of code evaluated. 
Table 5. Detail Report Columns and Descriptions 

 

 
Output 5. Partial Detail Report  

UTILITY FINDINGS  

Using the Frequency report, we can calculate a SAS Viya Readiness score that is based on what 
percentage of the SAS code can benefit from the distributed processing that CAS provides. The following 
findings are based on the 309 SAS jobs in the SAS 9.4 (T1M5) CORE sample directory (C:\Program 
Files\SASHome\SASFoundation\9.4\core\sample).   
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In the first finding, shown in Figure 1, we see that 8.03% of the 2,629 steps are CAS enabled, provided 
that the source and target tables for the procedures are CAS tables. For the in-database procedures 
(MEANS, REPORT, SUMMARY, TABULATE) the functionality supported in CAS is the same SAS has 
provided for years by running these procedures in-database. 

 
Figure 1. Base SAS Procedures 

In all of the customer code reviews that I have performed over the last six years, i t has become clear that 
the DATA step is a very popular coding technique that has been embraced by the SAS community. As we 
see in Figure 2, 25.37% of the steps are the DATA step. This value is representative, but it has also been 
much higher in multiple customer code reviews I have performed. For example, when I worked with a 
company in the Health-Care industry, the  DATA step represented 70% of all of the code.  
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Figure 2. DATA Step   

In Figure 3, we can review the analytical procedures used in the sample code. The value of 4.85% is low 
and not representative of actual customer reviews.  
  

 

Figure 3. Analytical Procedures   
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In Figure 4, we can identify which SAS jobs contain the analytical procedures.  

 
Figure 4. STEP_SUMMARY Report 

In Figure 5, we see that 3.65% of the sample code is PROC SQL code. This value is extremely low and 
not representative of actual customer code reviews. Like the DATA step, PROC SQL is a very popular 
coding technique that typically is in the range of 15% to 25% of the code. 

 
Figure 5. PROC SQL    
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In Figure 6, we see that 4.15% of the code is PROC SORT code. This value is also extremely low and not 
representative of actual customer reviews, where I typically see a value in the range of 15% to 25%. 

 
Figure 6. PROC SORT   

In Figure 7, we see that OPEN CODE is 24.57% of the code, which is very representative of actual 
customer code reviews. OPEN CODE is any code between the DATA step or procedure boundaries (for 
example, LIBNAME statements, FILENAME statements, ODS statements, and macro declarations). What 
I have noticed in code reviews is that a lot of the DATA step code can be part of the macro declarations. 
Macros can be useful in generating code and submitting the code to the CAS server to run. However, the 
macro language itself does not run on the CAS server. 
In calculating the SAS Viya Readiness score, we never include the OPEN SOURCE percentage. This 
implies we are being very conservative in our score calculation. 
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Figure 7. OPEN CODE  

In Figure 8, we see that PROC APPEND code represents 0.30% of the code. This value is low and not 
representative of actual customer reviews. Typically, the value is in the range of 1% to 5%.  

 
Figure 8. PROC APPEND 

In Figures 9 and 10, we see all of the procedures that must run on a SAS 9.4 (T1M5) workspace server. 
The value of 27.91% of the code is representative of actual code reviews. 
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Figure 9. Non-CAS Enabled Procedures  

In Figure 10, we can review the scores based on our findings. It turns out that 41.50% of the 2,629 steps 
of the CORE sample code is compatible with SAS Viya, while 27.91% of the steps must run on a SAS 
workspace server.  
The score of 41.50% is low and not representative of actual customer code reviews. Here are the actual 
findings from running the utility on 4,853 customer SAS jobs containing 130,036 steps (drum roll): 64.11% 
of the steps are compatible with SAS Viya, while 10.80% of the steps must run on the SAS 9.4 (T1M5) 
workspace server. Now you might be wondering about the remaining 25% of the code. This 25% 
represents the analytical procedures and OPEN CODE. We must manually review this code to determine 
what analytical procedures we can simulate using PROC CAS or the other CAS-enabled procedures 
delivered with SAS Viya 3.3. We also have to review the OPEN CODE to determine whether the macros 
being defined allow code to run in CAS.  

http://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=proccas&docsetTarget=p09ouj759e7ysyn1b0ws8f0ho9e5.htm&docsetVersion=3.1&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=casml&docsetTarget=titlepage.htm&docsetVersion=8.2&locale=en
http://go.documentation.sas.com/?cdcId=pgmsascdc&cdcVersion=9.4_3.3&docsetId=pgmdiff&docsetTarget=p043ns4mcr5y8kn1d2ijkkci476g.htm&locale=en
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Figure 10. Non-CAS Enabled Procedures 

In Figure 11, we can see the suggested next steps after determining the utility findings. If you are 
interested in having your SAS code run through the utility, contact Steven.Sober@sas.com.   

 
Figure 11. Next Steps 

CONCLUSION 

Base SAS coding techniques run faster when you leverage SAS Cloud Analytic Services. 

mailto:Steven.Sober@sas.com
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